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Presentation Goals 
• Share vision of landscape conservation at multiple 

spatial scales. 
 

• Explore biological planning process being undertaken 
in Eastern North Carolina/Southeastern Virginia 
geography. 
 

• Highlight fire as a strategy and threat. 
 

• Engage broader conservation community. 
 

 



Strategic Habitat Conservation = 
Landscape Conservation 
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Service’s brand name…



• A collaboration of DOI groups 

• Northern third of the SALCC 
landscape 

• Biological Planning - Currently 
writing a conservation plan 

• Using the expert knowledge of local 
wildlife biologists, researchers, 
ecologists, hydrologists, to inform 
their plan 

• Striving to collaboratively develop a 
Landscape Conservation Design. 

Eastern NC, Southeastern VA  
Strategic Habitat Conservation Team (ENCSEVA) 
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Presentation Notes
Introduce ENCSEVA, northern third of the SALCC, encompasses 11 national wildlife refuges, 2 national parks, which mean there are over 550,000 acres of conservation land in public management. Identifying common goals allows the ENCSEVA team to develop strategies that leverage joint resources and are more likely to achieve desired impacts across the landscape.



Landscape Conservation Cooperatives 

South 
Atlantic LCC 

Scales of Conservation 

Eastern NC/Southeastern VA 
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Scales of Conservation 

Eastern NC/Southeastern VA 
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Comprehensive Strategic Habitat 
Conservation Plan 

• What is success and how will we recognize it? 
 

• What are the targets of conservation focus and the 
threats?    
 

• How do we prioritize strategic actions given the 
threats?  
 

• How should we prioritize research to help support 
our targets?  



Conservation 
Measures 

Partnership
Open Standards

• Develop work plan and 
timeline

• Develop and refine budget
• Implement plans

3. Implement Actions 
and Monitoring

• Document learning
• Share learning
• Create learning environment

5. Capture and Share 
Learning

• Define initial team
• Define scope, vision, targets
• Identify critical threats
• Complete situation analysis

1. Conceptualize

2. Plan Actions and 
Monitoring

• Develop goals, strategies, 
assumptions, and objectives

• Develop monitoring plan
• Develop operational plan

• Prepare data for analysis
• Analyze results
• Adapt strategic plan

4. Analyze, Use, 
Adapt

Method & Tool: Open Standards for the Practice of 
Conservation 

• Develop goals, strategies, 
assumptions & objectives 

• Develop monitoring plans 
• Develop operational plan 

• Define team 
• Define scope, vision, 

targets 
• Identify critical threats 
• Complete situation 

analysis 

Step 1. Conceptualize 

Step 2. Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utilized Open Standards for the Practice of Conservation and accompanying Miradi tool to step us through the process.  Involved experts from FWS, NPS, USGS, TNC, APNEP, NC & VA states, NC Coastal Federation, NOAA, and local universities. 



Step 1: Conceptualize (expert elicitation workshops) 
Selecting Conservation targets –  what  and what condition? 

• Conservation Targets: A limited suite of species, communities, 
and ecological systems that is the focus of conservation and 
chosen to represent and encompass the full array of biodiversity 
found in a project area. They are the basis for setting goals, 
carrying out conservation actions, and measuring conservation 
effectiveness. 

 
• Threats: Anthropogenic activities that negatively impact a target – 

can be either direct or indirect. 
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Wetlands 
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Direct and indirect threats were identified as well as potential strategies to abate them – focusing on Wetlands and Fire for Symposium…



Ranking threats (ENCSEVA landscape) 
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Threats were then ranked



Step 2: Plan (expert elicitation workshops) 
• Target goals - how much and by when 
 
• Develop strategies – how to reduce threats and support targets 
  
• Develop results chains – describes assumptions inherent within 

strategies (i.e. If I do this then I will reduce a threat/ support a 
target 



Developing strategies & results chains 

Presenter
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The next two slides demonstrate the Wetlands/Fire Threats results chain development. 
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We could then look at threats, their causes and identify strategies to mitigate and reduce those threats.  We can also see in the conceptual diagram what strategies can impact which threats.



Objectives and indicators listed for  
Fire Strategy:  

Promote fire management as land use tool 
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Indicators of the success were developed for each objective to provide a path to monitor and adapt as needed.



Wetlands 

KEA:  Fire Regime 
Low intensity, surface burns which result in a shifting 
mosaic of vegetation as well as facilitating the 
regeneration of other species 

Peatlands 
pocosin 

KEA:  Hydrology 
A hydrologic regime with minimal alterations 

Selecting KEAs & Indicators  

Indicator: Fire intensity & extent 
Poor: Significant ground fire (catastrophic) resulting in the 

burning of significant amounts of peat OR complete 
fire suppression resulting in high fuel loading 

Fair: Some ground fire, <70% of prescription objectives 
met 

Good: Low intensity surface fires, 70-90% of prescription 
objectives met 

Very Good: Low intensity surface fire, 90% of prescription 
objectives met 

Indicator: Ditching 
Poor: Extensively ditched & drained 
Fair: Some ditching or alteration of site 
Good: Minimal alteration 
Very Good: Natural hydrology with no alteration 

OR 
Poor: >70% of site(s) are effectively ditched  
Fair: 30-70% of the site(s) effectively ditched  
Good: <30% of the site(s) effectively ditched  
Very Good: Ditches restored (none present)  

Monitoring Plan 
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Further, this information can help make on-the-ground decisions on where to direct scarce resources and what data gaps need the most attention.  The experts identified Key Ecological Attributes or proxy measurements for the viability of a conservation target. Indicators were developed as measurements of KEAs, which in turn reflect the status of conservation targets. 



Conclusions: 
 

• Process defined focus for conservation across the 
landscape at meaningful scales.  

• Process identified threats, drivers & strategies to address 
threats within an  adaptive management framework 

• Process created a foundation to support a strategic & 
comprehensive conservation plan 

• Plan will enable conservation community to report success 
at local and eco-region scales 

• Plan will support and be supported by adaptive Landscape 
Conservation Design(s) at multiple scales. 

• Plan is but a means to an end…  
 
 



Next 
Steps 

Evaluate emergent trends and prioritize 
actions across the ENCSEVA landscape 

Refine 
indicators/ 

report metrics 
across scales 

Refine/ 
develop 

quantitative 
goals for 
targets 
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But a plan is not an end goal – it’s an ongoing process and a means to better actions on the ground.
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